1080i - Refers to the resolution (1080) of a video file, and the fact that it is recorded in an interlaced (i) manner,
where the odd lines are recorded before the even lines are recorded.
1080p - Refers to the resolution (1080) of a video file, and the fact that the lines are recorded in a progressive
(p) manner, each line followed by the next line.
4K UHD Ultra High Definition - a resolution of 3840 pixels x 2160 pixels.
720p - Resolution of 720 lines in a video file that is recorded in a progressive, one line after another, manner.
A-D Converter - The Analog-Digital Converter changes the light that is captured by the image sensor into a
digital signal to be recorded on a memory card.
Adobe RGB (Adobe RGB 1998) - A colour space (colour palette) that has a greater range of colours than does
the standard jpeg colour space “sRGB”. Adobe RGB is the common colour space for recording RAW files.
AF Servo - Also known as Continuous Focus, AF Servo continues to focus the lens as long as the shutter
button remains partially pressed. This is the focus mode of choice for moving subjects.
Anti-Shake (Image Stabilization) - Also known as Image Stabilization (Canon)or Vibration Reduction
(Nikon), this technology is used to offset the effects of a shaky camera. It can be either lens based image
stabilization (Canon and Nikon, etc.…) of Sensor based image stabilization (Sony).

Aperture Priority - With the ISO already set you choose the Aperture and the camera will maintain the
Aperture. If light changes the camera will maintain the exposure by altering the Shutter Speed.

Aperture - The adjustable opening in a camera lens, much like a door-way, that allows light to pass into the
camera. The size of the aperture opening is what controls the amount of background blurring, called Depth of
Field.

Archival - manufacture of paper, framing materials and storage items that are free of chemical contaminants in
order to provide secure long term storage preventing image degredation.
Artifact - Any unwanted distortion of the recorded image. Dust spots, noise, recording errors, all these create
unwanted particles in an image.

Aspect ratio - The ratio of the width to the height of an image sensor, photograph or print.
Attachment - A photograph that is sent as part of an email is called an attachment.
Audio - The sound that is recorded by the camera when it is making a video recording.
Autofocus - is the process of the camera adjusting the lens to maximize the area of contrast in the image to
ensure that the image is in focus. In situation of low light the lens may not encounter enough contrast to focus
properly, requiring the use of Manual Focus!
Average Metering - takes the brightness values of all the image area into account when calculating the
exposure value.
AWB (Auto White Balance) - To make accurate colour recording AWB determines the brightest part of the
image to be white, ensuring that all of the other colours fall into correct balance.
Back-lit - Where the subject appears as a silhouette because it is lit from behind.

Battery Grip - an optional accessory that inserts into the camera battery bay and holds 2 batteries and vertical
grip.
Bit - A bit is the smallest unit of digital information. Eight bits equals one byte.

BitMap – drawn with pixels (also called “Raster”) Not as smooth as Vector drawing
Blocked Shadows - The loss of shadow detail in a photographic image, usually the result of underexposure .
Blownout Highlights - Blownout highlights are caused by overexposure and result in a complete loss of
highlight detail. Good digital exposure requires that you protect your highlights from being overexposed.

Bokeh - Bokeh refers to the way in which the background area of shallow depth of focus images blur.
Border - the white edge of a photograph.
Borderless - printing an image right to the edge of the paper
Buffer Memory - hold the image that the camera has just made until that image can be written to the memory
card in the camera. If photos are taken rapidly the buffer may fill, causing the camera to temporarily stop taking
pictures while the buffer clears to the memory card.

Burst Mode – Continuous high speed capture while shutter button is pressed.
Burst Rate - The speed at which a camera can make photos in rapid succession. Usually referred to in terms of
“Frames per Second:.

Card Reader - an accessory that connect to a computer via USB that allows you to remove your memory card
from the camera, insert it into the card reader and then transfer images to the computer. Card readers are safer
and faster than connecting the camera directly to the computer.

Card - The memory card that fits into your camera.

Chromatic Aberration - A fringe of Green or Magenta that appears along the edges of fine detail in a photo.
Usually found with lower quality lenses, or with images of great magnification.
CMY Color (Cyan, Magenta and Yellow) - The three primary Subtractive colors of printing.
CMYK Color (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black) - CMYK has the three primary subtractive colours of printing,
plus the added black for detail.Codec - A codec (COder-DECoder) is the file format used when recording
video files. Examples of codecs are H.264, MJPEG, MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 and AVCHD.

Color Calibration - A process that ensures the colours of the image are correctly displayed on the computer
and correctly displayed when printed. Calibration is needed to ensure that what your monitor displays your
printer will produce reasonably closely. Monitors display Additive Colour (RGB) and printers display
Subtractive Colour (CMYK). The two are different & produce images differently, but can be aligned.
Color Depth - or Bit Depth refers to the total number of colours that are recorded in an image. The number of
colours in an 8-bit image (jpegs) equals 2 to the power of 8, or 28 = 256/Colour Channel. That means that there
256 shades of Red, 256 Greens and 256 Blues for a total of 16,777,216 possible colours. RAW images have
even greater bit depth, above 214 or 4.4Trillion possible colours!
Color Management - The work required to ensure that the computer displays the colour photograph properly,
and that the printer reproduces the colours properly.

Color Space - The range of colors that are used to record an image. Typically sRGB for jpeg’s and Adobe
RGB(1998) for RAW files.Color Temperature - A scientific measurement scale for colour.

Colorimeter - The hardware device used to analyze the color being produced by monitor as part of the
calibration process.

CompactFlash Card (CF) - The larger rectangular memory card used by cameras.
Composition - the total visual effect of the physical arrangement of the subject in the frame, along with the
lighting quantity and quality, the colour balance, the depth of focus , the perspective and the number of subjects
in the image.
Compression - A method of reducing the size of a digital photograph to save storage capacity of memory cards
and hard drives. They do this by looking for repeating patterns in the file and recording how many patterns
there are and where they occur. That way each pattern only has to be recorded in detail once, and the remaining
patterns get filled in by the first pattern when the image is reassembled. There are two types of compression
methods. Lossless ensures no detail is lost, Lossy causes minimal data loss.
Compression, lossless - A file compression scheme that makes a file smaller without degrading the image.
Compression, lossy - A file compression scheme that reduces the size of a file but degrades it in the process so
it can’t be restored to its original quality. This can lead to "Compression Artifacts" degraded parts of image.
C-Print - Chemical processed print. Traditions darkroom prints are c-prints.

Crop Factor - the recorded visual dimensions of a photo are affected by the size of the camera sensor. Smaller
sensor recordings have an apparent magnifying factor, usually 1.5x’s when compared to normal full-frame
sensors.

Depth of Focus (Depth of Field) - When your subject is in focus it is the filling in a “Focus Sandwich.” There
is blurring in front of the subject and behind the subject. The thickness of the area around the subject that is
actually in focus is called the Depth of Focus.

Diffuser - a translucent medium like a panel or sheet that helps spread out light to reduce its intensity.
Digital Asset Management (DAM) - The technical name for organizing your collection of digital images. This
process usually involves naming, rating, sorting, archiving and verifying the integrity of your collection of
images.
Digital Negative - Digital Negative (DNG) is an open standard for recording/storing digital images. It is an
obsolescence prevention method put forward by Adobe to ensure that digital images can be available even if the
original creator goes out of business and can no longer support the original image format.
Digital Zoom - has the camera computer enlarge the image. It is better to avoid Digital Zoom and enlarge the
image once it has been put on a computer, as computers are better at enlarging.

Diopter – For adjusting the focus on the Optical Viewfinder for each user of the camera.
Download - Getting a computer file from another device onto your computer.

DPI (Dots per Inch) - Printing term for resolution. Useful for describing the amount of detail reproduced in an
image. When printing 300-360dpi will produce photorealistic images.

DSLR (Digital Single Lens Reflex) - A single lens reflex (SLR) camera that captures digital images.

dSLR vs Mirrorless – Comparing physical makeup of each camera style.
Dynamic Range - The range of tones from the brightest to the darkest parts of an image. The ranges of tones
moves from Blacks, Shadows, Mid-tones, Highlights and Whites. An image that has lots of each of these tones
is said to have good Dynamic Range.

Electronic Viewfinder (EVF) - The small electronic viewer that displays what is seen by the camera lens.
EXIF (Exchangeable Image File) - A type of camera information that stores the camera settings with the
digital photograph in the digital file that is recorded on the memory card.
Export - Sending an image to another destination on the computer or online

Exposure Bracketing - refers to surrounding the proper exposure with other exposures, one a bit darker, and
one a bit brighter. This type of exposure method helps guard again exposure errors.

Exposure Compensation button
set to +1EV
Exposure compensation - The method of recording a photograph as slightly brighter or darker than the camera
calculated exposure setting. Usually in amounts of ½ or 1/3 of an exposure value.
Exposure - The recording of light by the camera sensor. The amount of light recorded is determined by three
camera functions; 1) The lens Aperture size; 2) The Shutter Speed time, and; 3) The set ISO for brightness
recording. All three factors combine to make the final Exposure value.
Exposure Value (EV) - The value of brightness determined by the combination of Aperture, Shutter Speed and
ISO. A normal Exposure Value is referred to as “0EV” with brighter Exposure Values shown as “+EV” and
darker Exposure Values shown as “-EV”.
File Format - The method by which a digital image is recorded onto a memory card. Different file formats
record different amounts of information in different way, and result in differences in image quality and file size.

Film - Layers of 35mm color film: 1. Film base; 2. Subbing layer; 3. Red light sensitive layer; 4. Green light
sensitive layer; 5. Yellow filter; 6. Blue light sensitive layer; 7. UV Filter; 8. Protective layer; 9. (Visible light
exposing film)
Firmware - The software instructions that control the hardware functions of the camera. Firmware is often
updated/upgraded by the camera manufacturer, and is applied to the camera via the memory card.

Flash – accessory for providing extra light that attaches to the hotshoe

Flash pop-up – built in low power camera flash (often causes red-eye and unwanted shadows)
Flash Sync - The maximum shutter speed that the camera can use with a full power output from the accessory
flash, usually about 1/200th – 1/250th of a second.
Flash, bounce - Additional light that comes from a flash that is bounced off of a nearby surface, like a wall or
reflector panel.
Flash, fill - A gentle amount of flash that is applied to open up what would otherwise be dark shadows. This is
often done when people are back lit so that they do not appear as silhouettes.

Flash, ring - A type of flash that encircles the lens opening ensuring even lighting up close. Often used for
macro photography.

Flash, slave - A second flash that fires when it senses the light from the controlling Master flash.
Focal Length Magnifier - Otherwise known as the Crop Factor
Focal length - The distance, usually in millimeters, from the optical center of the camera lens to the image
sensor when the lens is focused on infinity.
Focus - When the lens renders the image sharply on the surface of the sensor.
Frame grab - Taking a single image from the group of moving video images.
f-stop - The term that describes the Aperture opening of a lens. Mathematically the f-stop = Focal length
(mm)/Aperture Diameter (mm). Example: 100mm lens/25mm Aperture = f/4

Gallery Wrap - an image printed with an extra mirrored margin that wraps around the internal frame of the
mount.
GPS (Global Positioning System) - A GPS unit references orbiting satellites to determine by triangulation its
exact geographic location, expressed as a latitude: longitude value.
Gray market - Sells goods from sources when normal tariffs/duties are not applied. Also known as contraband.

Gray scale - Usually a range of 256 tones running from pure white to pure black.
GUI (Graphical User Interface) - A graphical method used to control the operations of a computer device.
Windows 10 is an example of a GUI.
Guide number - The standard that measures the output of an accessory flash’s power.

HDR (High Dynamic Range) - The process of gathering maximum dynamic range from a group of
photographs with different exposure values such as Over-exposed, Normal-Exposed and Under-Exposed. The
best parts of each exposure are used to combine into one image that is greater than any single image. This
process involves a tripod, exposure bracketing and special HDR software.

Head - A device that attaches to the top of the tripod and holds the camera in position. There are three general
types of tripod heads: 1) Ballhead, where the camera is attached to an articulated ball that can be positions in a
variety of angles; 2) Articulated head, where the camera attaches to a plate that can be moved in a variety of
directions independently from other directions; 3) Fluid head, the camera is attached to a plate that has
resistance to move slowly through its movement. Often called a Video Head.

High-Key - a photograph made from predominantly bright tones, like the close-up of a brides white wedding
dress.

Histogram - A graphical representation of the amount and brightness values of the pixels captured in any given
digital photograph. Usually used to help determine proper exposure value of a photograph. Displayed on the
LCD of the camera back right after the photo is recorded.

Hot shoe - The powered connector on the top of the camera that acts to hold and power a variety of accessory
devices, most often an accessory flash.
ICC Profile (International Color Consortium profile) - A standardized recipe for how colour is to be
reproduced on a device specific to the type of profile. Monitor profiles describe how the monitor is to reproduce
colour, Printer profiles describe how the printer is to match colours that it is to print.

Image sensor - The electronic device, made up of pixels, that is responsible for recording the values of the light
that enters the camera during an exposure.
Image Stabilization - see Anti-Shake
Inkjet - A type of printing where liquid ink is sprayed onto the paper in very tiny amounts with very specific
control. Inkjets can print with either dyes or pigments.
International Organization for Standardization. See ISO.
Interpolation - The process of adding created pixels based on the values of nearby pixels. Often used when an
image is being enlarged.
Inverse square law - As the distance to the subject doubles the amount of available light drops to one forth.

Jaggies - Describes the jagged edges that appear in grossly enlarged images, or in very low resolution images.
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) - The standard file format for recording digital photographs onto
memory cards. This method uses variable compression that can throw out a lot of detail in order to make a very
small file size. Often called a “Lossy File”.
Lag Time - The short delay between pressing the shutter and the time the image is actually recorded. It is due
to all of the camera operations that need to be completed for the image to be taken.
Landscape mode - An image that is recorded wider than it is tall is in landscape orientation.

LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) - The small electronic display on the back of a camera, usually about 3 inched
diagonally, that allows you to display/review the photographs taken with the camera.
Lightfastness - a description of an image production process designed to enhance long term durability,
especially related to resistance to fading in light.LiOn - Lithium ion battery.

Low-Key - a photograph made from predominantly dark tones, like a graveyard on a moonless night.
Megabyte - 1,000,000 bytes, written MB, is the standard unit for storage volume of digital media. One
Thousand MB = One Gigabyte, and One Thousand Gigabytes = 1 Terabyte.
Megapixel - Is 1,000,000 pixels and is the measure used to describe the resolution of a cameras sensor.
Micro Lenses - The little lenses that are on the top of each pixel that direct light onto the sensor.

Moiré - A swirling interference pattern that is seen in images where two distinct patterns intersect to create a
third pattern. As seen on the barn door.
Motion Pictures Expert Group - See MPEG. Motion Pictures Expert Group

Negative - the original recording medium of film, where the tonal range of the subject being exposed onto the
film is reversed. Dark areas are recorded as bright, bright areas are recorded as dark. This is then reversed a
second time when the negative is printed as a positive, and the original scene is reproduced.
Neutral - without a discernable colour cast, true grey.

Noise - Random pixel values that are not part of the original photo, but rather are a result of extra electronic
signal from heated sensors, random generation, uneven light recording…
Noise Reduction - Any manner of technology employed to mitigate or eliminate the appearance of Noise in the
digital image. Most often it involves a software correction, but some cameras are now employing onboard
Noise Reduction methods.NTSC - A US video standard for North American TV displays.
OBA's (Optical Brightening Agents) - Chemical additives or treatments that artificially brighten the papers
surface
Open up - To open the lens aperture to let more light into the camera to brighten the resulting image.
Operating system - The software that is in charge of the hardware of the camera or computer.

Optical Resolution - The number of pixels that are available on the sensor to record the image. Usually
expressed in the millions of pixels referred to as Megapixels

Optical viewfinder - The eyepiece that allows you to use your eye to see the image to be captured.
Optical Zoom - Magnification of the image to be captured through the movement of glass elements in the
camera lens itself.

Overexposure - Allowing too much light to be recorded for a photograph. Usually a result of excessive
Aperture opening, Slow Shutter speed or High ISO.PAL - The European standard for the display of images on
a TV screen.
Panorama - An extremely wide photograph, often made from joining several photographs together.
Parallax - The distortion that occurs as a result of the camera recording an image differently than the way it
shows the scene through the viewfinder.
PC Sync - An older standard method for connecting accessory units, like flash, to the camera.
Perspective - the alignment of the camera so as to demonstrate the dimensions of the subject. One point
perspective shows just one side of an object, like the front. Two point perspective shows two sides of an object,
like front and side. Three point perspective shows the 3-D status of the subject by showing the front and side
and top of an object.
Picture element - This is the smallest unit of the sensor and is responsible for recording the light that is
allowed into the camera when the photograph is taken. A single image is made up of the recorded results of
many millions of pixels.

Pixel - Short for picture element.

Pixelization - Another term for jaggies, where the pixel edges of details become glaringly obvious. This
happens with low resolution images with few pixels, or under great magnification where individual pixel values
become visible. The young man to the right has purposely had his face pixelated to obscure details.
Port - Any connection used to attach an accessory device to the camera. There are microphone ports, USB
ports, remote control ports, RJ-45 network ports, many different types.
Portrait mode - When the image is recorded as taller than wide.

Positive - the image is recorded as it is exposed, with true brightness and colour values. A slide/transparency is
often called a positive. Above is a handful of Positives.
Post Processing - A term used to describe the work that is done to an image on the computer. It may entail the
full processing of an image like with RAW processing, or it may just be existing images that are being adjusted
in small ways. The term is often shortened to just “POST”.
Racking Focus - A video term for moving focus back and forth between objects/persons at different distances
from the camera.

Rangefinder - A camera that uses a viewer that looks from the side of the lens, not through the lens.
RAW - A digital file that is the recording of the data values that the sensor recorded without any processing
being applied. These files are often proprietary, high quality & very large files.

Red-eye reduction mode - A flash picture method that generates a small amount of flash just prior to the full
flash. The idea is that the small “PRE-flash” will cause a person’s pupils to constrict enough to prevent red-eye.
It sometimes works, but often it just causes people to blink while the photo is being taken! Better to correct redeye after the fact in software.
Red-Eye - The situation where a subjects eyes become red as a result of light from a camera flash reflecting of
the back of their eye. The red-eye is caused by the reflected light pickup of the colour of the blood in the retina
at the back of eye.
Remote Capture - Using a remotely connected device to trigger the camera. It can be tethered capture, via a
wired connection, or Wireless capture via an infra-red or radio connection.
Resolution - Describes the total numbers of pixels used on a sensor to capture an image. More Pixels = More
Detail
RGB - The Additive primary color system used in digital cameras where red, green, and blue light is captured
independently and then is blended together creating the full color image.

Saturation - Refers to the strength of each individual colour value. The other terms are Hue (the colour itself)
and Luminance, the brightness of each colour. To the right is an image displaying Low-Saturation (weak
diluted colours) on the left, and High-Saturation (intense bold colours) on the right.

SD Card (Secure Digital) - A smaller physical format memory card that is rectangular in shape and looks like
it has the top right corner broken off. This type of card is becoming the defacto standard for digital cameras
because of its capacity and transfer speed capabilities.

Shutter speed - The amount of time that the shutter mechanism remains open while the image is being
recorded. The range is usually from 1/8000th – 30 seconds on most standard dSLRs.

Shutter - The mechanical doorway located in the camera body in front of the sensor. This is one of the three
controls for exposure, with the shutter controlling the length of time of the exposure. On the right is a film
camera shutter.
Shutter-priority mode - A Mode where the shutter speed is set, and the camera will only alter the Aperture in
response to changes in light.
SLR (Single-Lens-Reflex) - A camera that uses a movable mirror and prism unit to allow the photographer to
see through the lens of the camera at what is going to be photographed. 1) Lens; 2) Mirror; 3) Shutter; 4)
Sensor; 5) focusing Screen; 6) Pentaprism Lens; 7) Pentaprism; and lastly 8) Optical Viewfinder.
Spot Metering - A metering mode where only the pixel brightness values near a user defined specific “spot”are
used in calculating the recommended exposure settings.
sRGB - The standard colour space for computers, the Internet and jpeg images.
Stop down - To reduce the diameter of the lens aperture, allowing less light into the camera, to darken the
image being recorded.
Tagged Image File Format. See TIFF.
Telephoto Lens - a lens with a focal length greater than 70mm that is used to take images of distant subjects
because a long focal length magnifies the image of the subject.
Thumbnails - Smaller versions of the actual photograph, used to help sort and assess images that have been
recorded to the cameras memory card.
TIFF - A standard file format for the recording of high detail images without using any form of compression.
TIFF is an open standard that is supported by a great many image editing apps.
Time Lapse- A style of photography where a sequence of images are taken over a period of time.

Tonal Range - A term that describes the brightness values in an image from whites-highlights-midtonesshadows-blacks.
Transparency - see Positive
Tripod - Three legged device used to stabilize camera for long exposure times. Legs are adjustable for length
and angle. Legs are connected at the top of the tripod by the plate.
Unbundling - When a retailer brakes apart a manufacturers bundle of items to sell them separately.

Underexposure - Recording an image that is darker than wanted because not enough light was recorded to
make the exposure.
Upload - Sending a file from one computer to another computer or device or location.
www.thenerdworks.com
URL (Uniform Resource Locator) - The address of a Web page.
Vibration Reduction - See Anti Shake
Video card - A hardware chip or circuit board that contains the circuitry for drawing the computer image on the
computers monitor. Some video cards can now be used to help process images and video, reducing the load on
the main computer CPU.
Video Mode - The mode that a camera must be operated in to record video.
Viewfinder - The small eyepiece that allows the photographer to see the subject by either direct optical viewing
or by electronic display.

Vignetting - Darkening along the edges of a photograph because the light is not being distributed evenly by the
camera lens. This is also a graphic effect that can be applied in post processing for aesthetic appeal.

Watermark - A small translucent signature or icon that is imprinted on a photograph to act as a security feature
while the images are being displayed for potential sale. Upon sale images are printed that do not have a
watermark showing.

WiFi - Short form of Wireless Fidelity, the common radio connection used between computers, or between
computers and an Internet transmitter.
Zoom lens - A lens with a user adjustable focal length.

